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INTRODUCTION 
1. The purpose of this report is to present the results of the first 
series of tests conducted by the Aeronautical Engine Department, Naval Air 
Propulsion Test Center, in support of Phase IV of the NASA~sponsored Rotor 
Burst Protection Program (reference a), The ultimate goal of this 
integrated program of theoretical and e~perimental research work is to 
provide lightweight containment/control systems that will prevent the 
fragments from failed turbo machines from injuring personnel and 
damaging adjacent equipment. 
2. The previous three years of endeavor by the Aeronautical Engine 
Department, under the sponsorship of a NASA DPR R-lOS, amendments 1 and 
2, have provided the first full-scale Government attempt to actively 
pursue this problem in depth and provide a means to sCientifically 
investigate this heretofore fSCaro.e.lYv explored field. The only attempts 
known to us, prior to the initiation of the Rotor Di!3k Bur.rstcl?totlection 
Program at the AED, were cut-and-try attempts by turbomachinery 
manufacturers only after a containment problem had become aPparent. 
These attempts were usually limi ted by the availability of funds and 
time, and in most instances the solution was a heavy metallic ring that 
imposed a coinsiderable weight penalty upon the equipment in trouble. A 
large percentage of the AED's previous effort was devoted to the design 
and construction of the Containment Evaluation Facility. Now that this 
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unique facility has been completed, AED's engineering effort has been 
directed to the continued development of test techniques and the design, 
testing, and evaluating of containment/control systems. 
3. The problem of uncontained failures in associated APU's and starters 
is still very much with us. This is eVidenced by the record of commercial 
airlines and U. S. Naval aviation experience reported herein in Appendix 1. 
Both the number of uncontained failures and the rate of these possibly 
catastrophic occurrences have increased from calendar year 1964 to calendar 
year 1966, and early 1967 data indicate that the uncontained problem is 
becoming more critical. 
4. To better understand and appreciate AED's testing to date and the 
overall Rotor Burst Protection Erogram~ a review of this program is 
desirable. 
5. To scientifically investigate the problem of uncontained turbo-
machine failures and eventually design a satisfactory containment/control 
device, one must first understand what happens in those few milliseconds 
when the rotor fragments attack the shroud or casing. 
6. What are the forces, both quantitative and qualitative, being 
imposed upon the casing by th~ fragments? 
What type of penetration process is taking place? 
Are the fragments changing shape and size during the attack? 
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Is the entire case working to defeat the fragments or just the 
imm~diate area of the impact? 
These are some of the questions that require answers. The objective of 
our studies i~ to answer these and other questions; and in doing so, 
generate realistic design data to assist all those interested in the 
design and production of satisfactory rotor burst containment/control 
systems. 
7. To accomplish this objective, we have created both a program and 
a facility to support this program. The details concerning the construc. 
tion of, and the equipment used in AED's Containment Evaluation Facility 
were reported in references band c. Let us now look at the overall 
rotor burst protection program. 
8. Containment programs in the past have been largelY concerned with 
cut-and-try approaches which based the next test on the results obtained 
from the previous testing. The unimaginative plodding that usually 
accompanies such cut-and-try programs are both time-consuming and 
expensive and the results are usually the specific answers to one 
distinct containment problem and not necessarily protection at a mi~imum 
weight. Other attempts at containment designs~ such as correlation of 
ballistic data to rotor fragment penetration, or utilization of designs 
and materials used on previous products are also without a good theoret~ 
icaL foundation. As ment ioned in reference d, "Science advances in a 
series of alteration between theory and experiment. Theoretical 
formulations become mere speculation if sufficient empirical data are 
not avaiLable, because unless there are data points to whic~ curves 
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can be fitted, it is meaningless to continue theoridng. However, the 
inefficiency and even futility of conducting tests without a theor~t~ 
ical background should also be realized." 
9. A theoretical framework should be available so that the relation~ 
ship between variables can be predicted q~antitatively before the 
experiment Or test is conducted. If the proper kind of theory is 
available, the engineer can plan his test so that the most important 
variables are investigated first while the second order of effect 
variables are given lower priority. It ia this baaic philosophy that 
is to be generally followed whenever possible throughout the Rotor 
Burst Protection program. 
10, What a turbomachine manufacturer would like to have is a computer 
into which he could describe his machine~ his proposed containment device, 
the operating conditions and environment~ and then push a button and have 
the machine accurately tell him how the containment device will behave. 
The "magic box" we are speaking of is actually a computerized mathematicc;tl 
model (or models) that describes, through a series of equations, the 
interaction of the rotor fragments and the containment system. 
11. A basic approach to develop such a mathematical model adopted 
by the AED is depicted on plate 1. The desired "magic box" is deSignated 
lIcomputer model" and to obtain this model we must first begin at the far 
left of the diagram at the "system block." We must first know our system, 
i.e., our turbomachine and containment concept we are considering. The 
system must then be described as accurately as possible. gy description, 
we mean both the physical characteristics of the system and the types of 
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interaction that can take place when a burst occurs. The "information source" 
block is where we go to get the information to aid in our system desc;!r~ption~ 
The more information available here, the more realistic is our system 
description and therefore so is our computer model. If more information 
is needed to fill these information gaps, additional supporting experiments 
must be designed and performed. 
12. Now probably the mOst difficult portion of th~ development must 
be considered; the "mathemat ical model." The mathematical model must 
combine the physical oharacteristics and properties of the e~tire system 
with the laws of motion and force. This is to be done through theoretical 
formulation and mathematical analyses. In general, such mathematical 
models, when applied to ballistics or hypervelocity impacts, have been 
successful for only a particular set of conditions. It is our hope to 
generate a mathematical model accommodating the entire range of turbo~ 
machines or at least a minimum number of ranges based upon size or some 
selected characteristic. The mathematical model will probably be 
qUite complex, and the requirement for computerizing the mathematical 
model through proper programming is foreseen to obtl;l.in our "magmc box" 
containment/control system mathematical model. 
13. Once the computer model is established it will be necessary to 
ver ify how accurately the model depicts the actual system. Plate 2 
illustrates one method to accomplish this, A computer model based upon 
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a sound theoretical background should require only a small number of 
actual comparative tests and computer parameter adjustments before prov-
ing to be a useful design tool. 
14. The present state of AED's investigation at the end of phase IV 
is shown on plate 3. The major portion of AED's effort during phase IV 
of the RPB Program and the eventual attainment of a useful mathematical 
model was devoted to filling the information gap in this heretofore 
slightly studied field. While obtaining information about fragment 
kinematics and material reactions to the complex type of failure, AED 
was also, with each test, developing their test techniques and technical 
background. In addition to the tests designed to examine the previously 
mentioned factors, AED also conducted tests to evaluate new materials 
which, althQugh not specifically designated for use as fragment cOntain~ 
ment materials. were intuitively considered as having possible applications 
in this field, and therefore, worth investigating. 
15. The complexities of our investigation can better be understood 
by examining some of the factors that influence the containment/control 
process. Details concerning these items are discussed in reference b 
and will not be repeated here, but the following list will serve as a 
reminder: 
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CONC~USIONS 
16. The NASA sponso~ed Ro~or ~urst P~ptection progr~ has produced the 
first high speed photographic sequence of an intent~onally failed rotor 
wi~hin a contatnment deVice, This techn~cal achievement has produced a 
mean~ to both qualitatively and qUantitatively study the fragment .. 
(,:()nta.:i.nment syste\1l kinematics and material performan<:l!!ll associated with 
dtsk a~d blade failures. 
~7. 'nte quaUt;:ative reElults of the ~:l.rs~ twent;y.one tests reported 
herein provide data that can assist in estaQlishing Qasic g~idelines for the 
design ot cont~inment systems. 
l~. ~xperimental results illustrate that fragments frO\1l a flat di~k 
rota1;e ab9ut their own center of mfJ,SEi as they move tangent:lally outwa~d. 
this ~ombined type of action prqdu~es a comple~ failure mode of the 
cqnt,a.inment system. 
19. ~anglel;>lade failures from a pa,rtiaUy bladed t\,1:1:;'b1ne rotor travel in 
the s~e manner as described above. 
20. The effect of radial cl~arance on the containment process was shown 
to be significant, Large clearan~es ~ncrease ~he possibilitY of a fragment 
cont;a,::tiru:~ tOe conta~nment device in a Critical ",anner. 
21. The inclu~iO.n of area~ of po~sible e~res~ conceAtrations c~n 
pra~~icallY reQuce th~ containment P9tential of a conta~nment syste\1l. 
22, eased 0.1'1 ~be lim~ted num~er of tests conducted, there is no one 
QeUnH:e kinetio energy component, i.e., tral'lslat;:ional orrotat.lionf,ll, ~h<;l.t 
dominates the cont~inment process. Fragmen~ maSS also ha~ no. apparent dire~t 
nla.t;;ipnshh> to fr!i~m!ent Gonta.inment. 
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22. The containment test of the Doran-Alumina tiring" indicated that these 
two materials have a potential for future containment/control syste~s. 
23. The theoretical derivation and related curves of the energy distri-
p~tion of fragments from a rotating flat disk provide the total, translational, 
and rotational kinetiQ energy per fragment for combinations of fragment 
incl~ded angle and radius ratio. 
24. High speed color film evaluation tests within Spin Chamber No. 1 
have produced relationships between operating conditions (Ught intensity, 
ltght duration, and a camera framing rate) and photograph qualitY. 
25. The modification to certain photographiC system eqUipment and 
refinements of spi,n test techniques have increased the quality and quaq'tity 
of AED's testing. 
2~. ~otq the U.S. Commercial and Naval Aviation data reported herein 
give evidence to the fact that uncontained failures present an ever increasing 
danger to the operational safety of turbomachinery. The possible catastrophiC 
proportions of this problem demand a rapid solution. 
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RECOMM~NDAr IONS 
27. Support shou14 be cont~nued for the AED's integrated program of 
theoretica~ and experimental t;"esearch effot't toward the attainment of 
satisfactory containment/control systems. 
28. Ad4itional program support should be enlisted to aid in the devel~ 
opment of theoretical models and analytical methods. Details concerning 
such a supplemental program would basically provide a theoretic~l model 
of the containment/control system under attack by fragments from a failed 
rotor. This model would provide transient si~natut;"es of the ;fragment~ 
containment system and afford a basis for comparison between actual 
hardware and computer simulation. 
29. That phase of the RBP program concerned with the control or redirec~ 
U9n of ft;"agments away from critical areas (fuel tanks, fuselage, nearby 
engines, heav~ly concentrated areas of control cables) and into less 
sensitive areaS should receive a greater portion of the program effort. 
30. The containment section of all specifications relative to turbo-
machine qualification and/or certification should be reviewed in light of 
the RBP program and the apparent differences between small engine and 
eVer~growing auxiliary power unit containment requirements. 
31 A greater number of lightweight materials (fiber reinforcements 
especially) and design innovations should be introduced into the program 
~or eValuation whenever the opportunity presents itself. 
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DESCRIPTION OF TESTEQUIPME~T AND INSTRUMENTATION 
., ,,, i 
rhe following paragraphs will briefly describe t;he facilities used for 
the tes~ r~ported. A more comprehensive and detailed description of the 
Aerona~tical Engine Department~Containment Evaluation Facility can be 
found in reference b. 
SE':(N CHAMBER 
32. All th~ early disk and blade burst tests were c;ondvcted in Chamber 1 
of the AEDCEF. 
VACUUM SYSTEM 
33. During most of these tests the chamber was evacuated to a pressur~ 
of 8 nun lig abs. using si~ Kinney "110" vac~4m pump$. 
DRIVE SYSTEM 
34. A Ba~bour .. Stoqkwell 8 inGh air turbine motor (speed range 0 .. 25000 
rpm) was Used to rotate the disks and rotors t;o the burst speeds T A 
picture of this turbine and a drawing of the drive spindle and sha~t 
assembly are shown in plates 4 and 5. 
35. The drive assembly $hown wa!!! sehcted for use beca~se of its 
simple design, which permitted swift and inexpensive manufact~re~ These 
were important considerations because invariably the drive spindle, 
adapter and shaft were grossly deformed during each test. 
36. The drive shaft arrester shown in plate 6 Was used d~ring the 
latter phase of testing to constrain exce$sive lateral motion of the 
drive shaft caused by the dynamic imbalance induced by a staggered 
fragment burst. If the motion were not limited~ the shaft became 
progressively deformed and began \1hipping; often striking the cont;;ain· 
ment device and causing excessive and unrealistic deformation. 
D~ring spin-up the drive shaft was not in contact with the bronze journal 
bearings of the shaft arrester ~ a radial clearance of approximately 
0.050 was provided. Only when the ddve assembly bec::ame imbalanced 
(after burst) and experienced relatively excessive lateral ntotion 
did the drive shaft contact the bearings. This allowed the d~ive 
assemb~y to retain its silllply suspended configl,lra,tion, (enabling the 
assembly to seek its own center of rotation) until burst occurred. 
This allows us to spin successfully, within our test speed range, 
withQut critically balancing the rotors used. 
aIGH SPEED BHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM 
37. A high speed photographic system capable of taking 224 pictures at a 
rate of 35000 pictures/second was used to photorrecord events oc~urring 
in the chamber. This system consisted of a Beckman & Whitely Model 350 
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(Dynafax) continuous framing camera and two B&W Model 358 Electronic Flash 
photo lighting units. 
IMPACT STRAIN MEASURING SYSTEM 
38. An impact strain measuring system was used to measure and 
record the strains iqduced in the containment device by fragment impact. 
This system consisted of four foil type strain gages, Wheatstone 
br idges and two dual beam oscilloscopes outfitted wit;h trace recording 
cameras. The system provided four channels of photo~recorded (Pol~roid) 
continuous strain information, 
PROCEDURES, METHODS & TECHNIQUES USED IN CONTAINMENT TESTING 
TYPES OF FRAGMENT GENERATORS 
39. Two types of rotors were used as fragment generators dUring the 
course of testing. 
a. Fl~t steel disks 7 inches in diameter, and 3/8 of an inch 
thick that were manufactured "in,. house", and 
b. Axial flow rotors from various starters and engines. 
Depending on th~ type of test to be conducted, these rotors w~re 
"doctored" or modified to burst into fragments of specific shapes and 
sizes (blades Or disk sectors) at predetermined rotational speeds. 
INPUCING A CONTROLLED DISK BURST 
40. The rotors used for disk burst tests (whether they were actual 
turbomachine rotors or flat disks) were modified as shown in plate 7. 
This modification provided a disk configuration in which the anticipated 
fragments (usually annular disk sectors ~ the si~e and shape of which 
are governed by test requirements) were integrally connected to the hub 
by what we termed "tensile release sections." This name arises from 
the fact that these release sections are placed in unaxial tension 
by the centripetal forces generated during rotor or disk rotation. 
When a speed is reached that induce$ a tensile stress that exceeds 
the material strength, the section fails and the fragment is released 
from the hub. This configuration was used because: 
a. It causes a unaxial tensile stress field to be developed 
in the release section, rather than a more complex stress field as 
other arrangements, such as ~n a webbed release section. 
b. It increases the accuracy of burst speed estimation. Hand~ 
b0-0kvalues- of material strength used to calcuLate the burst speed are 
derived through unaxial tensile testing; the same type of loading that 
the tensile release section experiences until failure. 
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c. It is an easy configuration to manufacture. Tolerances are 
not hard to hold because simple but accurate machine tools are used.and 
als'q. there is less chance for tool scarring to occur. 
ERRORS IN BURST SPEED ESTIMATION 
41. A review of plates 1, 2, and 3 of Appendix 3 shows that there is 
a difference between the "design" or estimated burst speeds and the actual 
burst speeds. This difference could be caused by anyone or a combination 
of the following: 
a. Variations in the mechanicsl properties of the materials used. 
b. Material imperfections. 
c. Dimensional deviations caused by the normal tolerances of 
manufacture •• 
d. Abnormal, but sometimes unavoidable, manufacturing deviations 
such as tool scars which give rise to unaccounted for stress c;:oncentrations. 
e. The simplifying assumptions used in pre"test stress analysis. 
f. Experimental error involved in measurements (fragment weights 
and centroids for example) taken for pre-test analysis. 
All of these factors contribute toward causing a discrepancy between 
the calculated and actual burst speed. It is difficult to predict what 
the deviation will be for a particular configuration because these 
factors can reinforce or cancel their respective effects, e.g., the error 
in measuring or calculating a fragment centroid (say, making it smaller 
than it actually is) might be offset by a material strength that is 
actually higher than that used in the calculations. 
PRODUCING A BLADE FAILURE 
42. Blade failures at predicted speeds were induced by modifying 
the blade as shown in plate 8. This consisted of reducing the area 
normally required to support the centripetal load generated during 
rotation. A straight-forward centripetal force analysis was used 
a'vA = (WIg) rroa~ to determine the burst speed. We fpund that the 
simplest and most accurate way to get the values of W (the weight) 
and r (the centroid) for a particular blade was to determine them 
exper iment ally. 
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PHOTOGRAPHING A DISK OR BLADE BURST -SOME PROBLEMS & 'TECHNIQUES 
43. The type of equipme.nt used to take high speed photographs of 
bursts has been de'scribed in pa!.1agraph 37. Now we will discuss 
some of the problems encountered in our particular application of 
this equipment and describe the techniques we used to solve these 
problems. .But first let us describe how the eqUipment was used. 
44. The subject, usu<i!-lly a turbine rotor or disk suspended from 
a drive system mounted on the chamber lid, was illuminated by 
reflecting the light from the photo flash uriit heads off a flat 
front surface mirror centered below the subject and inclined at an 
angle of 450 from the optical axis of the photo light reflectors ~ • 
Two photo lighting heads consisting of a flash tube and reflector 
were used. They were positioned inside the chamber between the 
vacuum shell and steel protective liner. Pictures were taken of the 
subject image fonned by the same mirror used to tr~nsD.iit the light. 
Similarly, the optical axis of the camera taking lens' fonned an 
angle of 45° with the plane of the mirror. Refer to plate 9 which 
shows the set-up just described. To take high speed pictures: 
the test cell'was completely darkened; the camera was accelerated 
to the desired framing rate (it' can maintain a constant framing 
rate for as long as 30 minutes or as short as 5 minutes - depending 
on t.he framing rate use.d); the camera capping shutter was opened; 
and the event or burst which triggered the photo lighting system 
was made to occur. Details on how the event was used to trigger 
the photo lights are presented in reference b. The duration of 
the photo lights were selected so that film rewrite on the continuous 
film strip did not occur. This was the prod.edure used to take 
high-speed photographs of the bursts. 
45. Now we will discuss some of the techniques used and 
problems encountered in implementing these methods and prodedures. 
" 
a. The Photo Li.ghting Syst~ 
(1) Photo flash t.ube voltage breakdown diificulties-
'The flash tubes used in the photo lighting heads that operated inside 
the spin chamber experienced a voltage breakdown when the chamber was 
evacuated. These flash tubes ~ alt.hough they were. rated and performed 
satisfactorily at. normal atmospheric conditions, could not function 
without arcing under the vacUlJm condit.iohs imposed bn them during 
test. The solut.ion to this problem was to envelop the photo 
lighting head and vent the envelope to the atmosphere. This was 
done as shown in plate 10 without lessening the light output of the 
tube or restricting the flexibility and function of the photo 
lighting head assembly. . 
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(2) Increasing the light coverage - The photo lighting h~ad 
consists of a flash tube~a tubular casing that houses the flash 
hyperbolic reflector whose illumination focus could be varied by 
sliding the reflector along the axis of the casing. Refer to plate 
10. For a fixed light to subject distance (as was our case), the 
area covered by the light when focused for maximum intensity is also 
fixed. In some instances, where large rotors were to be photographed, 
the focused light coverage was not enough to satisfactorily illuminate 
the entire area of interest. In these cases a fixed focus 7 inch 
diameter parabolic reflector (Graflex press' type reflector) was used 
to increase the light coverage with good results. 
b. Film 
(1) Black and White - Very satisfactory photos were taken 
using both Kodak 2475 and 2485 films. The 2485 film is about twice 
as fast as the 2475 and extends our picture taking ~apability using 
the photo lighting system described to include the entire framing 
rate range of the camera, which is 200 to 35000 pps. In all cases 
these films were processed as specified by the manufacturer in 
references f and g. 
(2) Color - A photo system test program was conducted 
using Kodak type EF5241 Ektachrome Color film. The purpose of this 
program was to determine at what maximum camera framing rates could 
satisfactory color pictures be taken using either one or two of the 
phbto lighting units when operated at their three difference light 
intensity output settings. The results of these tests are presented 
in plate 11. They indicate that good photos can be taken at camera 
framing rates as high as 15,000 pictures/second when using two photo 
lighting units set for maximum light output intensity. 
c. Camera (Dynafax) 
(1) Film loading - The most difficult operation when using 
the Dynafax camera is loading the film into the camera. It is not 
physically difficult to load the camera. The problem lies in being 
sure that the film is properly installed and has not fallen,or will 
not fall, from its mounting groove. The corrective procedure we 
established is to load the film, place the camera in a darkened room 
(or darken the room in which it is), remove the loading cassette and 
feel, by hand, if the film is firmly in place. It is worth the extra 
time it takes to go through this procedure because there is no way of 
telling if the film is not mounted properly or has fallen until after 
the test has been conducted, and this is an inopportune time to make 
the discovery. 
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(2) Optical System-Subject Alignment. Plate 9 shows the general 
arrangement of camera, photo lights, and imaging mirror used to take high 
speed photographs of the burst tests conducted. Since the pictures taken 
were to be used to get quantitative data describing the burst (such as 
fragment motion, speed, orientation, etc), the subject, camera optical 
system, and mirror had to be properly aligned. Proper alignment of these 
elements satisfied the following conditions (refer: to plate 12). 
(a) The plane of the mirror made an angle of 45° with 
the absolute horizontal plane. 
(b) A plane parallel to the horizontal plane and containing 
the optical axis of the camera system made an interior angle of 45° with 
the mirror plane. 
(c) The line of intersection formed by the plane containing 
the optical axis and the plane of the mirror was perpendicular to the 
optical axis of the camera system, 
(d) The normal reflection of the optical axis plane was 
perpendicular to the subject plane of rotation. 
46. If proper ali~nment were not made, data reduction from the films 
would be inaccurate or the data reduction analysis would be complicated 
by numerical compensations for misalignment - if these compensations 
could be made at all. To meet the requirements stated for proper 
alignment, the following methods and procedures for aligning the camera-
mirror-subject system were used: A string, weighted at both ends, was 
strung horizontally across the chamber; crossing between the mirror and 
the subject. The end portions of this string passed through two eye 
bolts mounted opposite one another on the chamber wall and hung vertically. 
The eye bolts were positioned so that the horizontal string passed under 
the center of rotation of the rotor, and one leg of the vertically hung 
string passed over the center of the circular photo port. The weights 
at each end of the string held the section crossing the chamber taut and 
the vertical section plumb or normal to the horizontal plane (refer to 
plate 13). 
47. The camera mounting surface was leveled (using a spirit level) 
and the camera was positioned so that its optical axis intersected the 
two vertically suspended strings. This was done by sighting through 
the Camera focusing fixture and moving the camera until both strings 
appeared to coincide and passed through the center of a cross scribed 
on the camera focusing device. 
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48. The angl.e of the mirror was adjusted to make an angle of 
450 with the horizontal plane by using the spirit level-angle 
arrangement shown in detail A on plate 13. 
49. '):'he mirror was then placed beneath the subject (&ndthe 
string) and adjusted for angle as previously mentioned. When 
viewing through the camera focusing fixture and the photo port, 
the two ve'J:'tical· strings and the reflection of the horizontal 
stretched str:j.ngappeared to coincide~ then the camera-mirror-
subject components were considered properly aligned. If the 
strings did not coincide, then the mirror was rotated unt~l they 
did. 
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION;, 
Test Objectives and Data Compilation 
50. Phase IV testing was designed to basically accomplish foul;' 
objectives: 
a. Detetlliine the fragment kinematics associated with a 
rotor burst. 
b. Invest·igate the m&jor pa'rameters affecting the basic 
interactions between fragments from failed high speed rotors and 
their casings or containment shrouds. 
c. Obtain an understanding of the behavior of ceTtain 
materiab,havingan app.arent potenttal fo·r use in a lightweight 
cO):'ltainment/aontrol systexn, unde,r the attack .of l;otor fragments. 
d.· Deyeloptest eqUipment and techniques necessary to 
provide large' quantities of quality data. 
51. The results of AED's first 21 spin tests' al;'e qualitatively 
reported herein. A detailed compilation of these tests is presented 
in Appendix 3. This .compilation is divided :lnto four sections: 
a. Test obj¢ctives, photogl;'aphic coverage, and burst 
speeds. (Plates 1, 2, and 3, ,Appendix 3). 
b. Fragment generator details (Plates 4, 5, and 6, ,AppendiK 3). 
c. Containment system details (Plates 7, 8, and 9, Appendix :n. 
d. Photographic sY9t.$n.:~details (Plates lO, 11, and 12, 
Appendix 3~. 
52. The following comments in this repo.rt are of a qualitative 
nature. 'A detailedqua,fttitative examination of the high speed 
photographs is now in progress and .wiLl be reported in subsequent 
reports. 
FRAGMENT TRAJECTORY AND MOT10N 
53. The initial portion of the AED program was to investigate 
the basic kinemati'cs of fragments from failed rotors a;nd thei.r 
interactio.nswith containment rings. 
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Flat Oisk 
54. A flat, uniformly thick~ disk was modified to fail at 10,000 rpm 
and produce three annular sectors and a hub section. The failure 
occurred at 12,100 rpm and produced two annular sectors and one fragment 
composed of the third annular sector connected to the hub section. 
Pictures 2~1, 2-5. 2-9, and 2-1~ of ter:;;t No.2 are shown on plate 14. 
There is a time interval of 200 x 10- 6 seconds between each pictute. 
The ring that the fragments are passing through is a photo triggering 
strip. It is made of a plastic film and presents negligible resistance 
to the fragments. The arrow in the pictures indicates the direction of 
disk rotation. Fragments A I;l.nd B are seen to beha.ve wery" much as 
illustrated on plate 15; 1. e. ~ the fragment rotates about its own ~enter 
of mass as it travels 1;l.10ng a tangential path. 
ROTOR BLADES 
Single Blade Failures 
55. This complex fragment motion is also evident from examination 
of the pictures from test No. 10. 
56. Plate 16 records the action of I;l. ~lade from a turbine rotor 
of a "small" turboshaft engine as the blade interacts with a mild 
steel containment ring. Plate 8 shows the modified blade. The ring 
had a radial thickness of 0.125 inches. The length of the blade fragment 
was 3.5 inches from the blade tip to the area in the bll;l.de platform that 
was physically rf'!duced to enSUre failure at that location and at the pre,. 
determined burst speed. The initial strike of the blade against the ring 
causes the electronic flash unit to operate. The rapid rise time of the 
flash unit permits the recording of almost the entire interaction. 
Picture 10-1 records the init ial blade strike. The rotor was rotat ing 
counter-clockwise as is indicated by the arrows in the photograph. The 
The blade struck with its tip attacking the ring at approximately the 
10 o'clock position. Pictures 10-1 to 10~6 (plate 16) record the action 
of the blade as it continues to rotate in a CCW direction. Note that 
the area of the originally circular ring experiencing the impact is 
beginning to bulge. 
57. The gross distortion of the 0.125 inch thick ring due to the 
impact of only the 0.08 pound blade is illustrated in the pictures on 
plate 17. The distortion at the lO o'clock position causes that portion 
of the ring ,diametrically opposite the impact area to move inwardly and 
reduce the radial clearance between the blades remaining on the rotor 
and the containment ring. The ring distortion shown in picture 10-33 
has taken place in approximately 2131 x 10- 6 seconds. During this time, 
the rotor traveling at 21,200 rpm, has made Slightly more than one 
revolution; the blade fragment has moved approximately 110 0 around th~ 
inner circumference of the ring. The blade fragment was CiPparently not; 
struck by the blades that remained in the rotor. 
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58. Plate 18 shows blade~ numbe~ed g, 3, and 4 leaving the rotor 
and im}?actil"!gthe ring. Examination of th19 entire set of test No. 10 
photographs indicates that blades ~, 3, and 4 rub against the 
inwardly displaced section of the ring (approximately 4 to 2 o'clock 
position) prior to blade failure. Pictures 10-35 and 10-38 show blades 
3 and 4 rubbing the ring. It is ~uggested that this rubbing establi~hed 
a stress condition in the blades such that the last three blades all 
failed at the same position and struck the ring in a small eoncentrated 
area. 
59. The post-test photograph of the containment ring of test No. ~O 
is shown in plate 19. The ring area that experienced the bl.;tde rubbing 
is shown on the right of the photo; the impacted a,rea is IOn the left 
side. Plates 20 and 21 show, in det;ail~ the tctal damage to the 
rubbed area and impacted area, resPE1lMt:;i.yely, of the ring. 
60, A flOur-single blade burst, similar to test No, 10 was performed 
within a steel ring during test No* 7. High speed photographs were nct 
obtained from test No. 7 and t!hErrefore it can enly be assumed that the 
No.7 blade failure was similal;' t9 No. 10. Plate 22 indicates the amount 
of total distortion experienced by the No. 7 containment ring. Comparing 
this post-test photograph with plate 19, a large difference in ring 
distortion can be seen. Two major pa~ameters oontributing to this 
differ~nce are probably ring thicknes~ and radial blade cl~arance. The 
ring from test No.7 was twice ~$ ~hiak (0!~50 inches vs. 0.125 inches) 
as the No. 10 ring; and the No. 7 test had a sJ;Ilaller radial c~earance 
(0.475 inches vs. 0.6875 inches) th~n the No. 10 test. 
Partially FuLl Rotor (Blade Hammet;in~) 
61. An' important item that demands censideration when the containment/ 
control of a rotor fragment, especially a blade, is stQdied, is the effect 
of the remaining portion of the rotor 4pgn the released fragment as it 
tries to escape. Test No. 11 was de*igned to inve~tigate this phenomena. 
A power turbine rotor from a "small" gas t4t;'bine engine (the same as tests 
numbered 7 and 10) was modifieq as shown in picture 11~0 of plate 23. 
Four blades were modified to fail j4st above the fir tree section 
at military speed. These blades were equally spaced around the 
disk. One unmodified blade was plCj.ced in front; of (relative to 
the direction of rotation) the m9di:l;ied blade and two unmodified 
blades were fixed into the disk immediately behind the modified 
blade, The containment rings of test No. 10 and 11 were similar 
in material and size. The burst speed Qf the rotor of test No. 11 
was 1450 rpm (21200 rpm vs. 197.50 rplll) less than test No. 10 burst. speed. 
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62. Unfortunately, there ¥as an e~cessive time delay in the 
flashing of the electronic flash unit in test No. 11 and the film 
record was not initiated until al~ fourbla.des ha9 failed, 
interacted with the ring~ and the ring had experienoed a large 
amount of distortion~ Pi~~4~e 11~1 of plate 23 is the first picture 
of th is /?er ies. 
63. A post~te$t photograph of the containment ring from Tes~ No. 
II is shown in plate 24. 'fhe ar~a at the top pi t;his photograph 
experienced the most damage. It i~ a very diffioult task to deter~ 
mine what ;fragment ca1,1sed what inc:ienta.t;:i.(m or gouge miilt;'k. P~ate 25 
is a close~up of thi~ dam~ged iilrea., The direction of rotation i~ 
clpckwise when viewing plate 2~! i,e., the ~ragments mOVed from 
left to right. Many oithe bliilQe$ experienced a large amount of 
dalllage aI'ld it cannot; be def:i.nH.ely determined whether they wer~ 
damaged by their interactiP~ with t~e qQntainment ring or the 
sp:im chamber £1oor a:fter the £ailupl'!. What; can be determined by 
matching fragm~nt shapes to ring inQ.entations is t;hat gouge !'A" 
on plate 25 was made by the sec~ion o~ the b~ade th~t had been 
reduced in the platform section/ i.e.~ the blade was rpta~ed 
around so as to strike with i~$ base sec:t!ion. lmpact area "B" 
was eaused by the striking of; th~ oonve~ ~:i.de of a blade lil.gainst 
the ring. Impaot area "e" was ~ppat'en~ly caused by the impact; 
pf" the flat side pf the blade platform se~tion. 
64. The airfoil se~t;i.on of" all tl:].e failed blades were bend 
over appro:x:imate~y 1800 so as to form a "pur led" tip. 
65. Tests are scheduled at the AEO to fUl;"ther investigate this 
"1;> lade hammering" phenomena. 
66 r Test No. 16 WaS a three $ingle~blade failure frolll a medium 
size jet engine turbine rotor. Th~ high speed photographs were 
prematurely triggered (probably by a. blade rub condition) prior 
to blade f"ailure SO no useful information Was 90taiqed from the~e 
pi~tures. ~ pos~~test examination of the fragments and ring 
did not produce any de~inite data. 
EFFECT OF RADIAL CLEARANCE 
ii, 
67. A qualitative idea of the e~fects of radial clearance is 
obtaineQ. by COmparing the action of tri~fuub bursts ~n tests No. 4~ 
6, and 12. All three bursts produ~ed the same type of annUlar 
sector ~ragments. 
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68. For test No.4, the disk was 7.0 inches in diameter. This 
disk rotated inside a thin (0.0625 inch) steel containment ring 
having an inside diameter of 18.00 inches. This disk~ring combination 
provided a radial clearance of 5.5 inches. This relatively large 
clearance permits a great deal of fragment movement before ring 
interaction. Photograph 4-1 of plate 26 shows fr~gment A as it just 
leaves the disk. Photograph 4-9 (1504 x 10. 6 seconds after photograph 
4.1) shows the sharp outside diameter corner of fragment A about 
to make contact with the containment ring. Photograph 4-11 records 
fragment A rotating about one side (this side is not penetrating the 
containment ring). The other siqe of the fragment is speeding 
toward the ring. In photograph 4,.13, fragment A pierces the ring 
with the second side, and fragment C, remaining attached to the hub 
section, is just about to strike the containment ring with a pointed 
section of the fragment. This corner of the fragment penetrates the 
containment ring as the hub section is rotated into and through the 
ring. In photograph 4-21, fragment A has almost completely perforated 
the ring while fragment C is approximately one~half the way through 
the ring. Note the r:ihg is elongated at the points of impact and 
the ring sections between these impacted areas are displaced inwardly. 
Photographs 4-21 and 4.23 record the outside diameter edge of fragment 
B attacking the containment ring~ photograph 4.24 shows fragment B 
deeply imbedded in the ring. Fragment E did not penetrate the ring. 
69. The damaged containment ring of test No. 4 is shown in plate 
27. When you compare this photograph to picture 4-24, it is evident 
that a goodly portion of the ring damage was done after the fragments 
interacted with the ring; probably when the intentionally fragile 
containment ring supporting chains fell and allowed the ring to fall 
to the spin chamber floor. This type of information is a highlight 
of the effectiveness of the AED's high speed photographic system. 
Prior to this system~ there would be no way of determining what 
portion of the action occurred at what time period. 
70. Photographs 28~ 29, and 30 detail the areas of the containment 
ring impacted by fragments A, B, and C, respectively. 
71. Photograph 28 shows the opening in the ring produced by frag-
ment A as it sheared a plug about 50% of the opening length and 
ripped through the remaining opening. The upper right corner of this 
phbtograph shows the inside portion of the ring contacted by fragment 
C. Note how the ring lI:f;olded ll around the fragment. 
72. The shape of the outside diameter edge of fragment C is easily 
recognizable in photograph 30. 
73. The perforated ring area attacked by the large hub-sector 
fragment B is shown in picture 29. The strip of material sheared and 
then bent over is typical of the perforations of many of the metal 
rings. 
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74. For test No.6, the disk was 7.00 inches in diameter and the 
steel containment ring M.d an inside diameter of 14.95 inches. This 
disk-ring combination established a radial clearance of approximately 
4.0 inches. From photograph 6-2, plate 31, it is seen that all the 
annular sector fragments left the hub section within a very short 
time period and moved out toward the ring. Photograph 6-6 shows 
all three fragments having passed through the thin plastic photo-
triggering system and fragments A and B striking the ring at the 
same instant. 184 microseconds later in photograph 6-7, it is seen 
that-a section of the ring between fragments A and B has separated 
from the remainder of the ring. Fragment C has just made contact 
with the ring. Photograph 6-18 shows f:ragment A, in contact with 
the smaller ring section; bending this section into an "~l shape. 
Fragment B remains in contact with the larger ring segment, for-
cing it -also into an "s" shape. The side edge of fragment C 
penetrated the containment ring. Note that all three fragments are 
continuing to rotate as they continue to move outward~y.Photograph 
6-2tj:-records the maximUlll penetration ot' fragment C into the ring. 
Post-test investigations (plate 32) .revealed that fragment C remained 
wedg-ed in the ring. Plate 33 shows the area of the containment ring 
struck by fragment C. A plug of metal is sheared from the ring 
very similar to the action of a punch-press. 
75. Unlike tests No. 4 and 6, which had relatively large radial 
clearances, test No. 12 was conducted with a comparatively Ittight lt 
(0.4375 inches) radial clearance. Plate 34 is a drawing of the 
containment ring used for test No. 12. This ring is shown prior 
to tests in plate 35. A typical strain gage installation can be 
seen. The leads and electrical connectors from the four strain gages 
are noticeable in the uppe.r right corner of the photograph. The 
white compound on the leads is a sealant used to support the strain 
gage leads and prevent them from coming off the terminal strip. The 
thin center sect;Lon was designed to be marginal relative to 
containment capability. The heaVier flange sections were necessary 
to properly manpfacture and position the ring. 
76. The first photograph of the action sequence (photograph l2-l), 
plate 36, shows. the fragments A and B have both left the hub section -
and have contacted the containment ring with their outside di:ameter 
edge. Fragment C is sti.l1 attached to the hub section aI1dhas not 
contacted the ring. 
77. Probably the most important effect of radial clearance between 
disk and ring now becomes evident. Unlike tests No.4 and 6 where 
the large clearances penuit a multitude of possible initial fragment 
impact orientations, a close clearance of test No. 12 restricts the 
initial impact orientation. In this particular disk-ring 
combination, only the outside diameter edge of the ftagment can make 
initial contact. 
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78. In photograph 12-9, all three fragments are attacking the 
ring forcing it from its original circular shape, into a triangular 
shape. 
79. In 1560 x 10. 6 seconds, fragment C first oreaks away frqm the 
hub section. This is shown in photograph 12-21. In this photograph 
it can be seen that fragment A has rotated from its initial position 
i~ photograph 12,.1 (approximately 11 o'clock) to a 1 oUclock position, 
and fragment B has moved from 7 o'Clock to 9 o'clock. The tri~ngular 
shaped ring of photograph 12~9 is now seen to be more elliptical 
than triangular. 
80. A comparison of the location of one of the ring index marks 
in photograph 12-1 with its location in photograph 12-21 indicates a 
point of interest. Although the freely supported ring has undergone 
a large amount of deformation in the time period (1560 x 10,.6 seconds) 
the ring has only been rotated approximately 3° by the impacting 
fragments. 
81. Photograph 12,. 33 shows that fragment A has moved into a 
posit ion where it is now moving toward the containment ring with a 
pointed corner. Prior to this moment, the fragments were sliding 
around the inside of the ring with their smooth outer diameter edges. 
82. Fragment A has just penetrated the ring in photograph 12-43; 
Le., the containment ring was not perfoql.ted until approximately 
3276 x 10- 6 seconds after the disk burst. At this instant, the 
containment ring has only rotated approximately 18°. Photograph 
12,.57 shows fragment A penetrating into the ring. Note that the 
fragment is continuing to rotate about its center of mass as it 
penetrates. In 6708 x 10. 6 seconds (photograph 12-87), fragment A 
has completely penetrated the ring. Fragments Band C are still 
rotating within the ring. 
83. Photograph 12-125, the last photograph of this action 
sequence, shows that fragments Band C are still inside the contain-
ment ring after 9672 x 10- 6 seconds. 
84. A post-test photograph (plate 37) of the underside of the 
containment ring shows the final ring distortion. Plate 38 shows the 
opening through which fragment A passed. The large amount of plastic 
working of the thin center as it was forced outward by the fragments 
is apparent in this photograph. The two "ring index" marks can also 
be seen. Plate 39 views the ring from another dirE\ction. Again, it 
can be seen that the center section experienced gross deformation 
over the entire section. 
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STRESS CONCENTRATION EFFECTS 
85. An interesting aspect of test No. 6 was the affect of stress 
concentrations on the behavior of impacted containment rings. Plate 
40 shows the 0.010 scribe marks placed on th~ outer surface of the 
ring. This grid system was established to assist in the determination 
of plastic deformation of the ring. A post-test photograph of the 
containment ring is shown in plate 32. The fracture of the ring in 
the areas struck by fragments A and B occurred aLong the longitudinal 
grid marks (plates 41 and 42, respectively). The partial cracking 
in the larger segment of the containment ring (plate 43) occurred 
parallel to one of the longitudinal scribe marks. 
86. In comparison tb this action we can look at a similar test 
(No.5), that unfortunately, did not produce high speed photographs. 
The fol~owing comments are therefore based only on post-test 
investigations. 
87. A similar tri-hub burst was produced at a slightly higher speed 
than test No.6 (13800 rpm vs. 12750 rpm). The containment ring for 
test No.5 was 0.024 inches (0.252 vs. 0.228) thicker than the ring 
for test No.6. The three annular sector fragments from test No. 5 
apparently struck the ring Simultaneously and at points eqUidistant 
around the inner circumference (plate 44). Two of the fragments 
left imprints in the ring but did not crack or penetrate the ring. 
The third fragment partially sheared a plug from the ring. Plate 45 
details this plugged section still attached to the ring. This 
plugging action is very similar to that produced by fragment C of 
test No.6. 
88. Due to the very different results of what could be considered 
fairly similar tests, one must consider the effects that intentional 
or unintentional stress raisers, such as ring stampings, holding 
mechanisms (holes, clamps, etc.), could have on the final behavior 
of a containment ring. This particular area is scheduled for 
additional investigation by the AEP. 
Starter Rotor Tri-Hub Burst 
89. The objective of .test No. 20 was to investigate the behavior 
of a steel ring having the same inside diameter, axial length, and 
weight as the Energy Absorbent Resin ring of test No.8. The ring 
was to be attacked by a tri-hub burst of a starter rotor. Plate 46 
shows the modified starter rotor and containment ring in pos.ition 
beneath the spin chamber center cover assembly. 
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90. The quality of the high speed phbtographs was not sharp ~nough 
to reproduce in this report but certain qualitative data was obtained. 
The first photograph of the high speed sequence indicated that ~l1 
fragments had separated from the hub and interacted with the ring. 
The ring in this photograph has a triangular shape. One of the 
fragments t~cocheted out of th~ plane of rotat~on and ended its 
interaction with the ring at 950 x lO~6 seconds after the first 
picture. A second fragment ended its contact with the ring at appro~­
imate1y 1710 x 10- 6 seconds. The last fragment rebounded out of the 
ring at 3040 x lO~6 seconds after the first picture. 
91. The post-test photograph of the Qontainment ring of test No. 
20 (plate 47) is very similar to that of the No. 5 test ring, Plate 
48 records one of the three areas of the inside of ring No. 20 
showing the indentation of the bladed edge of the rotor fragment, This 
marking indicates the fragments remained in one area relative to the 
ring distortion. 
92. This triangular shape of containment rings that have experienced 
deli~erate tri~hub bursts during containment tests is very common. It 
is suggested that, although the tri-hub produces a fragment possessing 
the maximum translational kinetic energy per fragment, this type of 
rotor failure may not necessarily be the most critical type to impose 
upon all types of turbomachinery. The fact that the fragments from a 
tri-hub burst tend to distort the ring evenly may be less hazardous than 
a- burst that produces a different distribution of fragments, such as a 
single pie-shaped f:t;"agment from a rotor. 
93. AED has no definite recommendations concerning the type of 
test that should be required for various turbomachines to satisfy 
the containment section of appropriate specifications, but we do 
suggest that these specifications be re~evaluated in light of the 
data produced by the Rotor Burst Protection program. 
MATERIAL EVALUATION 
94. In addition to the study of fragment~containment/control 
system interactions, AED effort includes a sub-program to investigate 
the potential of various materials that either intuitively, or 
because of their performance in other fields, such as lightweight 
armor~ shock absorption, etC~. look promising. Only three materials 
were investigated during this phase. Many more materials, and 
combinatio~of materials, will be investigated during subsequent tests. 
95. Test No. 17 provided an interesting insight into the possible 
used of "Do ron" and "Alumina", aluminum oxide (Al203). 
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96, Doron is fabricated from various plies of unidirectional Fiberglas 
fabric (made to Military Specification MIL-F-9084, Glass Fabric, 
Unidirectional) which are laid up with alternate plies oriented 90° 
to each other and bonded togetheG usually with a genera1~purpose po1y~ 
ester thermal setting resin purchased under Military Specification 
MIL- R- 7575 ent it led "Resin, Polyester) Low- Pressure Laminating", ref-
erence 5 (Ballistic Technology of Lightweight Armor Materials by 
Francis S. Mascianica, U. S. Army Materials Research Agency, Watertovm, 
Mass., September 1964, AMRA MS 6407). The Doron plates, curved, 
5 inches x 5 inches x 1/2 inch, weighing approximately 0.876 1b/plate, 
used in test No, 17, were provided to the AED by the U,S. Army Natick 
Laboratory, Natick, Mass. These curved panels were originally designed 
for use as fighting armor inserts. 
97. The Alumina tiles, 5 inches x 5 inches x 1/2 inch, weighing 
approximately 1.67 Ib/tile were supplied to the AED by the Naval Research 
Laboratory, Washington, D. C. Investigation of the capabilities of cera-
mic materials, such as aluminum oxide (A1203), in the field of ballistic 
protective armor, has indicated that they hold considerable promise 
for this application when combined as a layer-type composite with other 
materials. 
98. Plate 49 shows the Doron-Alumina composite "ring" used for test 
No. 17. The Doron and Alumina tiles were placed within a thin (0.125 
inches) aluminum casing. The casing was designed to properly ~osition 
the tiles relative to the trajectory of the fragments and not necessarily 
to provide protection. 
99, The quality of the high speed photographs of test No. 17 was 
only fair and the number of usable prints was limited. Photograph 17 ... 0 
of plate 50 shows the bladed gas generator rotor, 1I\0dified to fail in 
a tri-hub burst, inside the containment !Iring" prior to the test. 
Photographs 17-2, 17-3, 17-4, and 17-5 of plate 50 record the reaction 
of the fragments as they interact with the Doron-Alumina tiles. 
100. In photograph l7~2. the trailing blades of fragment A strike 
the center of an Alumina tile. The blades were made from a nickel 
based steel similar to most turbine rotor materials. The blade is 
approximately 2.3 inches long; the airfoil section being approximately 
1.8 inches. Approximately 1/2 of the blades on fragment A (the leading 
blades) have not touched the tile. In pictures 17-3 and 17-5, the 
trailing corner of the disk portion of fragment A is seen to be 
approaching the tile, indicating the trailing edge blades are being 
deformed and/or sheared from the disk. The post-test of fragment A, 
plate 51, shows the first six blades of the trailing edge have been 
sheared off while the remainder have been grossly deformed. The 
fragment leading -edge blades are bent in the opposite direction, 
probably due to the secondary impact of the fragment. 
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101. Fragment B makes its initial contact with a Doron panel in 
picture 17-3. All but the fiv.e leadiJ:.lg blades are making contact. The 
post .. test photograph of fragment B (plate 51) shows that all but three 
blades (near the tr,ailing edge) have been sheared off, just above 
the fir tree section. A determination of when this damage occurred 
cannot be {Ilade. 
102. It isn't until picture 17·4 of plate 50 that fragment Ct 
attached to the hub section, contacts a Doran panel. Picture 17-5 
shows that. only about 1/3 of the blades (at the trailing edge) are in 
slight contact with the Doron. Post-test photograph of fragment C 
indicates a small amount of damage was done to all but the four trailing 
blades. Three ,o.f the blades were forced out of the disk during the 
test and are shown beside fragment c. 
103. The a11lIlll.num supporting II ring" did not. begin to separate 
until 580 x 10-6 seconds' (picture 17-9) after the first picture W<;l:S 
taken. The curved pqrtion of the aluminum "ring" apparently failed 
in picture No. 17-11 (725 x 10- 6 seconds). The Alumina tile support 
was still intact at the last discernible photograph, ~i!cture .17-15 
(1015 x 10-6 seconds) after the first picture. 
104. The very hard sur,face of the" Alumina tile produced very .. , 
advantageous effects relative to containment/control: 
,a. The sharp edges of the blades and fragments are 
removed either by abrasion, bending or curling fragment edges. This 
dulling of the fragment cqUing edges is especiaUy important when 
these hard face materials are u.sed to front composite deSigns using 
softer back-up materials (metal, plastic, or fibers) that are 
susceptible to cl}:t:ting or slicing. 
b. The shattering of the hard sur~ace distributed the 
fragment load over a great.er area of the backing material, thereby, 
reducing the impact stress. 
c i• Much of the fragment's energy is dissipated in 
causing the defamation of rotor fragments. 
10.5. Plate 52 pictures two Doran inserts and the fragments of an 
Alumina tile after test No. 17. The ripping across the center of the 
inserts is in the plane of rotor rotation. It cannot be determined 
if the damage to the Alumina tile was caused by the fragment impact 
or by the fall to the spin chamber floor. The tape on the inserts and 
tile is part. of t.he phot.o-triggering system. 
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106. Plate 53 shows two Doran inserts from test No. 17 and a new 
insert. Note the extreme delamination of the two impacted inserts. 
Fragment energy is dissipated by the Doron as it experiences inter~ 
laminar shear. 
107. Previous limited attempts by others to use reinforced plastics, 
similar to Doron, in spin tests, reported that the metal ;EJ;."agments 
shredded the material and then penetrated the ring. CoPtainment of 
similar rotor failures in spin tests, were achieved by plaCing a 
steel ring inside the reinforced plastiC ring. Apparently the hard inner 
steel ring removed the sharp edges from the fragments and helped to 
distribute the impact load. 
108. Future AED testing will include vario~s combinations of 
containment/control systems utilizing various ceramics and reinforced 
plastics. ~ 
109. Test No. 17 was originally attempted as test No.9 which was 
unsuccess.ful when the rotor to drive spindle retaining mechanism 
failed and allowed the rotor to fall to the spin chamber floor. No 
contact was made between the roto.r and the containment device. 
110. Another material tested for its possible use as a containment/ 
control material was an Energy Absorbent Resin (EAR). This material 
reportedLy has a high internal friction characteristic. 
111. For test No.8, a typical starter axial turbine rotor was 
made to fail in a tri-hub burst into a ring made of EAR. High speed 
photographs were not obtained from this test. A post'-test examination 
showed the EAR ring was fragmented into many small pieces; the largest 
being approximately one-third of the ring. It was suspected that a 
large amount of fragment energy could be absorbed by the fragmentation 
of the ring material if the material and fragments had remained in 
contact with one another for a longer period of time. It was this 
suspicion that led ABD to wrap a nylon cloth around the .outer 
circumference of a second EAR ring (test No. 19),. The nylon used 
was from'a sample (provided by the U. S. Army Natick Laboratory, 
Natick, Mass~) of cloth, nylon, ballistiC, 2 x 2, basketweave, 13.5 
oz. min., 15 oz. max., square yard. 
112. A drive shaft failure during the acceleration of the starter 
rotor fragment generator during test No. 19 prevented an evaluation 
of the nylon wrapped, EAR ring. Test No. 19 will be repeated. 
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FRAGMENT SHAPE EFFECTS 
113. A series of tests was conducted to investigate the effects 
of fragment size on the containment of fragments from bursting 
rotors. Definite conclusion cannot be made concerning the results 
of these tests due to the limited number of tests conducted, but 
certain insights can be gained. 
114. This series was composed of tests No. 12, 13, 14, IS? and 21 
(a repeat~of test No. 14). Details concerning these tests, including 
fragment kinetic energies, are presented in plate 54. All tests 
used the same type of ring as described in plates $4 and 35. 
115. The results of test No. 12 were presented in the "Effects of 
Radial Clearance" section of this report. Each fragment theoretically 
possessed 32.3% of the total kinetic energy of the rotor, 21.1% being 
the translational component and 11.2% being the rotational component. 
One of these fragments from test No. 12, weighing 1.178 pounds, did 
penetrate the containment ring. 
116. For test; No. 13, a bi-hub burst was produced. Each fragment 
weighed 0.59 pounds O. 768~ 1.178) more than a fragment of test No. 12. 
Unlike test No, 12, the individual fragments of test No. 13 had as its 
major kinetic energy component its rotational component (30.8% of the 
totaL rotor energy) as compared to its translational component (18.7%). 
A review of the high speed photographs of test No. 13. plate 55, shows 
the gross deformation of the ring but indicates that neither of the 
fragments penetrated the ring. This hints that fragment mass is not 
necessarily the "domihanti.. factor when studying c;ontainment. Fragment 
total, kinetic energy cannot be directly applied as a containment 
design parameter either since the individual fragments of test No. 13, 
that were contained. possessed more than twice the total kinetic 
energy (39536 in.-Ib) vs. 16237 in.~lb) as an individual fragment 
of test No. 12 which was not contained. 
117. The once circular ring (picture 13~01 plate 55) has been 
grossly elongated along an X~axis in 584 x 10- 6 seconds after the first 
picture (picture 13-9). The two fragments continue to distort the ring 
until it is elongated along a Y-axis (picture 13 q 49). This elongation 
is attributed to the working of the ring mater;ial and not to the ")"' .. ' r 
rotation of the ring. The fact that the ring has rotated only slightly 
can been seen by noting that the "ring index mark" (Circled on plate 55) 
has moved only a small amount in the clockwise direction. In the 
later pictures of this test (pictur$ 13-73 to 13-137) the disk fragments 
continue to reshape the ring. This reshaping has the effect of 
reducing the amount of out-of-roundness noted in the earlier pictures 
and the ring is also rotating more. One reason for the increased 
rotation of the ring is the impact of the hub section into the ring 
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(picture. 13-87). In pictures l3~ 113 and 13-137 it is seen that fragm~nt 
"a" is moving toward the chamber lid and out of the plane of rotation. 
Fragment "b" remained in the plane of rotation for the duration of 
the high speed photographs. 
118. Plate 56 shows the post~test photograph of the test No. 13 
containment ring. Post-test examinations revealed that this ring 
experienced the greatest permanent elongation of all similar rings. 
Plate 57 details the damage done to the thin center section of the 
ring. The opening at the bottom of the photograph was caused by the 
hub impact. This opening, that extended approximately one-third 
of the way around the ring, waS caused by a rip in the section and 
a bending outward of the mater ial. The opening was not large 
enough for a fragment to pass through. The damage at the top of the 
photograph was caused by two small circumferential rips in the 
center section. No material was missing from the entire ring. 
119. The large deformation experienced by the containment ring of 
test No. 13 is interesting to note, not only because the ring design 
and material must be capable of undergoing such large plastic 
deformation without failing, but also since, if this ring had been 
constrained in some manner rather than freely supported as it was, 
the restraining or supporting system would have to be so constructed 
to either permit this varied movement without failing at the 
connecting point or strong enough to restrict the movement of the 
ring. If the ring movement is restricted, the stress distribution 
in the ring will be changed. 
120. Some manufacturers of jet engine starters design their 
axial turbine rotors to fail at a reduced section of the disk. This 
reduced section is located just below (radiany inward) the>blade 
holding section of the rotor and extends completely around the 
rotor. At some speed greater than normal operating speed, the 
rotor fails. releasing the rim section aI'ld thereby limiting the speed 
of the larger hub section, sinGe the driving blades are now 
removed, and secondly causing a smaller fragment to attack the ring. 
121. Test No. 15 was conducted to investigate this type of action. 
Some of the high speed photographs of test No. 15 are presented on 
plate 58. Picture l5~1 shows the initial contact of fragment "a" 
with the ring. In 608 x 10- 6 seconds after the first picture, the 
disk, with two of the annular rim sectors still connected to the 
disk, makes contact with the ring. In picture 15- 15 (1064 x 10~ 6 
seconds after the first picture), the ring experienced its largest 
elongation (along a 45° axis). A review of pictures l5~19 to 15-99 
indicates the complex action that is possible in a spin chamber test 
where there are no axial restraints and the fragments may be deflected 
out of the plane of rotation and entirely away from thE! containment 
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device. Spin testing using actual components such as housings, e~haust 
ducting, stator or guide vanes,etc., increase the complexity of ring-
fragment interaction since the fragments cannot move axially but are 
redirected ~nto the. ring for secondary strikes. The evaluation of 
containment tests using all or part of actual hardware are therefore 
very difficult to analyze withQ;ut the use of high speed photographic 
techniques. Suchtechniq'l1esrequire that certain test compromises 
be made between the use and location of actual hardware and photo-
graphic viewability. 
122. Elates 59 and 60 show the c.ontainment ring after test No. 15. 
l?late 59 indicates the final o.ut-of-roundness of the ring. Similar to 
the action noted in test.N.a. 13, ".the final distortion was not as elon-
gated as shown by the high speed pictures (picture 15-15 for example). 
The total action of all the fragments restore the ring, to a certain 
degree, to its original.circular shape. Elate 60 details the distortibn 
of the thin center section of the ring. The deepest indentation (bottom 
of the photograph) was p.robably caused by the impact of the hub and 
remaining two fragments as recorded in pictures 15-9 to 15-27. 
123. The high spe.ed photographs of test No. 21, a quad-hub burst, 
are presented in plate 61. The radius ratio (hub radius divided by 
disk radius) for test No. 21 was the same as tests No. 12 and 13. 
Elate 7 shows.the type of disk used for tests No. 21 and 14. Test No. 
21 was a repeat of No. 14 because wa did not obtain high speed 
photographs of test No. 14. 
124. Picture 21-3 of plate 61 shows that in 196 x 10_6 seconds 
after the first pic.ture all four fragments had contacted the ring. The 
equally spaced radial force .loading is apparent in picture 2 ... 19. 
In picture 21-33, fra:gm.e.nt .'I a'.' is starting to penetrate the ring 
as fragment "dlt slips alo.ngside (below in the photo) fragment "alt. 
Picture 21-43 .and 21-57 record fragment "all as it passes through the 
ring. Fragments "ell and "d" have left the ring in. picture 21-95. and 
fragment Ita" is now completely through the ring. 
125. The op.ening in t.he test No. 21 ring, caused by fragment .. 
"a",is show.n in plat.e 62. It is int.eresting to note the serrated 
e.dg.es o.f the opening where the fragment caused a cutting action, 
similar .to a can opene.r, .as it penetrated the ring and folded back the 
t.bin ring mat.ari.al.. This S.ame type of serration was noted on the 
post-test examinatLon of the tes.t ring from. test No. 14. The two 
openings in this ring are. detailed.· in plates 63 and 64. Both 
openings. are large enough to penuit the passage of the fragments of 
test No. 14. The e.dge of opening "Btl (top.of plate 63) was 
serrated. Marks on the outside of the tom metal strip of opening 
"A", plate 64, .indicate it was bent back over the opening when the 
ring struck the spin chamber floor after the test. l'he edge. of opening 
itA" was relatively smooth as if sheared in a press. 
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TEST NO. 11 
BLADE FAILURE FROM A PARTIALLY FULL ROTOR 
Picture number: 
11-0 11-1 11- 3 11- 5 
t=O t=270 t= 540 
t = Time {microseconds} since first picture 
A = Paper photo- triggeri ng strip 
B = Ring supporting chains 
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TEST NO. 4 
ROT OR FRAGMEN T KINEMATICS & FRAGMENT- RING INTERACTIONS 
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POST-TEST NO. 4 
CONTAINMENT RI NG-
FRAGMENT C IMPACTE D AREA 
Outside surface of nng 
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TEST NO. 6 
TRI-HUB BURST WITHIN A STEEL RING; 
LARGE RADIAL CLEARANCE 
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PHOTO NO: CAN - 386374( L) - 2- 68 
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TEST NO. 12 
TRI-HUB BURST WITHIN A STEEL RING; 
SMALL RADIAL CLEARANCE 
Picture number 
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POST-TEST NO. 12 CONTAINMENT RING 
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POST-TEST NO. 12 
CON TAINMENT RING-FRAGMENT A PERFORATED AREA 
"RIM" 
PHOTO NO: CAN- 383355(L) - 7- 67 
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POST-TEST NO. 6 CONTAINMENT RING 
FRAGMENT C IMPACTED AREA 
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TRI-HUB ROTOR BURST 
WITHIN A DORON-ALUMINA CONTAINMENT DEVICE 
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No. of Fragments 
Outside Radius 
Hub Radius 
Radius Ratio 
Fragment Weight 
Burst Speed 
Burst Speed 
KED 
. KETOTiKED 
!<ETOT 
KET/KED 
KEr 
KER/KED 
KER 
KEr/KETOr 
Containment 
FRAGMENT SHAPE EFFECTS - DATA COMPILATION 
12 13 14 
3 2 4 
R 3.50 3.50 3.50 
r 1.4375 1.4375 1.4375 
RR 0.411 0.411 0.411 
lb. 1.178 1. 768 0.884 
rpm 11900 15000 14750 
rad/sec 1246.2 1570.8 1544.6 
in - Ib 50269 79870 77230 
% 32.3 49.5 24.7 
in - 1b 16237 39536 19076 
% 21.1 18.7 18.7 
in - Ib 10607 14936 - 14442 
. 
% 11.2 30.8 6.0 
in - Ib 5630 24600 4634 
% 65.3 37.5 75.8 
1 pc. out I Yes 2 pcs. out 
.... 
15 21 
._-
3 4 
3.50 3.50 
2.80 1.4375 
0.800 . 0.411 
0.490 0.884 
14200 13380 
1487.0 1401.2 
71578 63550 
19.6 24.7 
14029 15697 
13.4 18.7 
9591 11884 
6.2 6.0 
4438 3813 
68.5 75.8 
Yes 1 pc. out 
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APPENDIX 1 
U. §. COMMERCIAL AND U. S. NAVAL AVIATION JET-POWERED EXPERI~CE 
The Aeronautical Engine Department has continued its survey of 
uncontained failures occurring in U. S. commercial air carr ier and U. S. 
Naval aviation jet powered aircraft operations. Gas turbine power~d 
aircraft are defined in this report to include all turbojet, turbof,n, 
turboprop, and turboshaft powered aircraft. This survey was initiated 
as part of the Phase I program. The incident data presented herein has 
been obtained from two sources. The commercial data is abstracted from 
the OISummary of Mechanical Reliability Reports 91 (MRR) published daily 
by the Flight Standards Technical Division, FAA. Engine operating hours 
and shutdowns have been obtained from the "Aircraft & Engine Report" 
published monthly by the Flight Standards Technical Division 9 AC-700, 
Maintenance Branch, AC-730, FAA, P. O. Box 1082, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma 73101. 
The U. S. Navy data is made available by the U. S. Naval Aviation 
Safety Center, Records and Statistics Dept., Naval Air Station, Norfolk, 
Virginia 23511. This data has been abstracted from a compilation of 
narrative briefs on aircraft mishaps involving compressor and/or turbine 
disk/blade failures as cause factors and from the yearly "USNASC Aircraft 
Accident Statistics Rep~'rts.1I 
The data presented in this report is the latest information 
available to the AED as of 1 September 1967. 
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COMMERCIA~ EXPER IENeE 
, 
Th~ general comments concerning the acciqant failure statist~cs 
! 
-made in referenc~s 'a and 0 are still applicable. In addition, it should 
be noted th$t: 
a.. we define an uncont~ined failure as one that produqes a 
fra~ent that penetrates the engine casing. 
b. we are considering only gas turbine powered aircraft, i.e., 
turbQ.faA,\i:urbpp'!:'op,nl.l:ld'- tu1J;'bo:shift. 
c. the n\lmber of uncontained failures indicated here is the 
minimum number since we have only con~idered those incidents that were 
definitely documented to be uncontained. 
The cau~es of failure are uS\lally well documenteq but the '!:'esulting damage 
is in most instartoes not defined suffi.c;::j.ently to qef;lnitely g,et;ermine 
conta~nment. 
Commercial ~ir carriers are acoumulating ~as turbine powered 
engine operating experience at an ever increasing rate. This is shown 
on plate 1. The commercial air line operatots are now averaging we~l 
over 1;000,000 jet engine operating hours permon~h. It is a favorable 
safety trend to note that the gas turbine engine power plan~ shutdo¥ns 
(due to all causes) per 1000 turbine engine operating hours (lo¥er 
portion of plate ~) has steadily decreased ev~n though the usage rate 
continues to climb. The fact that the power plant shutdown rate is 
decreasin~ indicates that the overall engine design, operating practices, 
maintenance procedures, and failure sensing equipment are continually befng 
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At.4 
improved, But even with these technical gains, the number and/or rate of 
uncontained failures does not show a dec:reasing trend. The number of 
~ncontained failures per million engine operating hours shown on plate 2 
indicates an alarming trend upwards. The lower portion of this plate 
indic:ates the number of uncontained failures per calendar year. Within 
the time period investigated, 12 March 1962 to 1 September 1967, a total 
of 61 uncontained failures has been reported by the FAA. Since operat~ng 
hours data are only available for the first four months of 1967 at this 
writing, only the eight uncontained failures that occurred during this 
four-month period have been used in computing the uncontained failure 
rate. 
The uncontained failure problem has not plagued just a few airline 
operators or particular aircraft types. Of the 61 incidents reported, 13 
air lines have been involved and 11 different aircraft. The extent of damage 
reported ranges from just a few holes in the engine cowling to a loss to 
one aircraft of one engine and a 28 ft section of the outer wing panel. 
What engine components are failing and leaving the casing to 
Cause more damage? A breakdowri of these components is shown on plate 3. 
Note the problem is not isolated to one particular item. 
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~'i \li' .. ;'1t~V~+3 ~yl~TION i~xrmtE~CE 
A r~view of USN data in9~pate~ s~~i~~r p~t~e~qs a~ noted with the. 
US ~~mmerc~al data. The \,lSage rate, eheWl'l <;)1.'l plate 4~ i$ seen to be 
CQntinually inereasing to over ~~OOO,OOO eng~"e Qpe~attn8 hours in fiscal 
yea~ 1966. fla~e 5 shows the uncon~ained failu~e ra~e decr~a$ing for 
fiscal Y~a; ~960 to fiscal year 1963 bu~ h~$ sinae reversed itself and 
i~ on t:t,e cUmbo rhe lower portt()naf platfll !) illustrates the yearly 
filhtrtpl,ftion of definite uncont;ained fdlurlf~' A total af :33 su~h 
:fa.;i.lures has l?een reported. The Navyun90ntained tailure prQbleql, 
stm~l~r ~Q the ~9mmerctal experi~n~e. :i.~ not 1~Qta~ed to one particular 
PQwerph.nt component. The dhtt'~j;)I,lt:iQ"" 9~ eQ~PQnent cj1l.u~e factors h 
~hQWn on p~~te 6, 
BQth t;qe us com~ercial and Naval aViation d~ta giVe eyiden~e to 
~he ffil,ct; that un9Qnt:aiqed ~ailures p~es~n~ /il.n,~V~1;' 1f1I;ll'e.e.sing ~anger to 
th~ op~t'aUQnal saf~ty of tur1:1Qms.(lh~~~r)l. th~ fHHii$:/.Ple catastpophip 
propprt;ion$ of this .,roblem demand a t'/iI.~~d $Qlu.t~on. 
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APPENDIX· 2. 
I"' , 
Whenever the subject of containment is disc\ls!l;ed~ the term ttEmer~yll 
is used .. 
tlHow much energy must be contained or contli'oUed?" 
"A projectile has how' muo~ energy upon impact?" 
"A target material can absor,b "x"ftllb'ofenergy." 
These questions and statements are ,aU:ti;mtiilii;ar and important to the 
containment engineer. The en~rgy possessed9ythea,~tacking fragments, 
and the energy absorbing capacity of the containment material and/or 
device are very dominant factors in an a.na~ysi.$ of any containment system. 
The energies related to a fragment from afaUecl, tl!.rbomachine rotor 
are much more complex than the energies cons;i.dered when studying 'a bullet 
penetrating a target material. This later J~eld,basreceived much atten .. 
tion in the past, whereas the former has nQt been etudied with the vigor 
necessary to substantially aid in the solutionQf Qontainment problems. 
During the AED's investigation i.ntQvariou!'icon~ainment practices, 
it was noted that many failed tti realize, o~ corisidered as insignificant?' 
the fact that the fragments from a rotor burst possess rotatiqnal as well 
as tran$lational energy. In order to c~arify this c~:mcept and present 
data concerning the comparative magnitudes oftheee ene:rgiee for an 
ideal disk, the following development is presented. 
The foLlowing assumptions have been madetsee p~ate 1 for illustration 
of ideal system): 
(1) An unbladed disk is of· uniform thic~n..ess (t)and is composed 
of a material having a constant weightdens:i.ty(y). 
I 
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(2) The d;[sk is suspended by a weightless rod from the unders:l.:de 
of a motor and. rotates in one plane. 
(3) The motor is capable of operating at any constant speed (~). 
(4) At 1;:he failul;'e speeg, aU .fragments instantaneously break 
','," .. ,\' 
\,:,."',,,,',> 
away from the disk and travel inthe~~i.gi~~l plane of rotor rotation. 
(5) The fragments do not interact with one another after failure. 
(6) All fragments are sector shaped. 
The most general disk that will be considered is one with a "central 
hole. n l'his "cent:t:'al hole" is physically the hub section of the disk. 
The radius of the hub is r. The remaining annulus section of the disk 
is considered t;o fragment in an equa! number of annulal;' sectors. The hub 
section l;'emains intact; and connected to the drive spindle. The more 
specific case alsO to be diSCUssed will be when the inner radius of the 
annulus (1.") becomes 2;ero and the disk is Gonsidered to be "whole'! or one 
piece •. When this "whole" disk ideally fragmenti2;es~ an equal number of 
pie-shaped sector fragments will be produced, 
The ratio of the inner radius of the annulus (r) to the outer radius 
of the annulus (R) can be def~ned as the radius ratio (RRJ. This dimension-
less pal;'ameter will be used throughout this development. 
As in the case of any arbitrary collection of partioles, the total 
kinetic energy of a l;'igid body (ErOT) can be expressed as equation (1) 
(reference a). 
." .~' 
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(1) 
where 
Et = Translational kinetic energy 
( 2) 
M = Total mass of the body 
v = Center of mass velocity 
E* ;.; Rotatfonal kinetic enEilrgy relative to the center qf maSs 
The first term of equ~tion (0 is associated with the motion of th~ center 
of rna/SiS of the l;)ody, and the 'second term with the motion relative to the 
center of mass. In the case of a rigid body this latter motion is a 
rotation. Rotational kinetic energy can be expressed in terms of the 
moment of inertia about this axis of rotation as follows: 
E* = ~21 r 2dM : i,j.li'"" (3) 
E* = ~Ioai2. (4) 
10 is the mO)llent of inertia of the bQdy with respect to the 'center of mass 
axis perpendicular to the plane of motion. Therefore the total kinetic 
energy o! a rigid body moving in aplan~can then be e~pressed as 
(5 ) 
SinCe the disk ideally experiences notra,nsverse movement, the trans-
latiohal portion of equation (5) iseql,lat to ~erp.The total energy of 
the di sk is therefore justthe·:~.oititJi'i.0harinen;E3;g~f:o'tr1lthM dlisk:>&S8tll6trem'Med 
by equat ion (4). 
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A2-6 
The moment of ~nertia of an annula-rse¢tor fragment a.bout the ads of 
rotatio'n of the disk Can pe derived as foHbW$1 
,', ,,' 
,\ ' 
(6) 
dM ::; rdr de tP 
1= 
e2 r2 2. , Ie. J' r', EIt',: dr :d9 t n)" 91 Jr , ..... 
,', '1 
(8) 
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The kin~tiCl energy of a. comp~ete annulars(actot' rot:;at~ng aQout its 
center of mass can be determined using equations (4) and (8). 
E* "~# [~(2") (R2 • r2)(R2 + .2)] 
E* = te~2n (R2 • r2)(R2 + r2) 
4 
Equation (9) can be rewritten in terms of the rad~u~ ratio (RR) as 
2 4 4 EW ;= t eoo nR (~.. RR ) 4 . i 
For the specific case of a w~ole disk (r= O~ and A9 = 2n) 
equation (~) t~duces to 
1 ;: 1:MR 2 o· ? 
where M is the total mass of the disk, 
I j 
i 
.I 
, 
(9) 
(9a) 
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A2-8 
The kinetic energy of a "whole" disk (KED) rotating at a speed Coo) 
is therefore: 
(10) 
In order to generalize the results of this development and make it 
applicable to all size disks of uniform thickness anq all speed~, we have 
normaUzed the energy cOlllponents developed by dividing through by the 
'{ 
All energies b~}hg relative kinetic energy of the "whole" dis~ (KEn). 
to this same rotational speed. 
The quantity of kinetic energy possessed by the disk just prior to 
burst must be conserved by all the fragments after the burst; i.e, the 
sum of the rotational and translational kinetic energy of all the 
fragments must equal the kinetic energy of the disk at burst speed. This 
assumes no energy losses incurred during fragment separatipn. 
Under the ideal conditions being considered, the energy of the entire 
annulus section is equally distributed to all the individual annular 
sector fragments. The hub section is considered to remain rotating at 
the burst speed (OOb) and theref,a.re possesses a 9,ehnite am01,mt of kinetic 
energy (KEH) w4ich is aLL rotational energy.. KEH can be determined as 
follows: 
op 
.. ~ 
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A2-9 
Where: 
IoH = moment of inertia of the hub 
IoH = ~ MH r2 
MH = mass of the hub 
Therefore, 
We define the total kinetic energy of an individual fragment (KETOT )' 
as the summation of the rotational and translational energies possessed 
,I 
by the fragment immediately after failure. These fragmentis are generated 
when the annulus section fragmentizes. 
Where: 
KETOT = KER + KET (13) 
KER : rotational kinetic energy of an individual fragment and 
KET = translational kinetic energy of an individual fragment. 
Summarizing the previous paragraphs it can be said that the kinetic 
energy of the entire disk (KEn) is equal to the summation of the total 
kinetic energy of the individual fragments plus the kinetic energy of the 
hub. 
(14) 
A total kinetic energy of an individual fragment having an annular 
sector shape (KETOT) can be determined by dividing the kinetic energy 
of a complete annular sector (E*) given by equation (9), by the 
I 
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number of equal fragments (N) generated. The included angle of each 
fragment (!.I.e) wi 11 be 
{}G .. 2n 
N 
The kinetic energy is therefore: 
or incorporating the radius ratio term 
KETOT ::; t p ro
2( 6e) R4 
8 
(16) 
(16a) 
A2-10 
Let us first consider the translational kinetic energy associated 
with a fragment released from a failed rotor, 
In general, the kinetic energy of a particle of mass (m) traveling 
on a straight path with a velocity (v) is equal to (~)mv2. When related 
to a fragment as the one being considered, the straight path followed by 
the fragment is described by a line drawn perpendicular to a radial 
line from the center of the rotor to the center of mass of the fragment 
and passing through this center of mass in the direction of rotation. 
The center of mass of the fragment from a whole disk can be 
determined as in reference h. 
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A2-l.l 
Since we are considering a disk of uniform thickness, the center of 
mass i.s locateclalong .t:he axis of symmetry of. the circ;:ular sector <refer 
to plate 2) and the centroid of the.area, or ess.entially the center of 
mass of the .circular. sect?!:', is locatecl at 
.... _9. 
-:. = 4R .o.J 2 RStn : . 
.-...-..<~ 3'e 
(17) 
For the. gener.aLcase of a disk with a i.'central holel! the given area 
can be divided into parts, the centroid of each part being known, and 
then the moment of the total area will be the sum of the moments of the 
area of its parts. The centroid of the composite figure (irc ) is deter .. 
mined by applying the-following equation: 
(L8) 
The terms of equaqon (18) are defined on plate 2 • 
E-quation (18) reduces to the fo llow~ng: 
ic .- [i . sin' ~J r;3 
3 a Liz i_ ( 19) 
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A2-12 
Uti~ization of the radius ratio (RR) further reduces equation (19) to: 
(19a) 
The-entire mass of the fragment (Mf), which is assumed to act at the 
center of mass, is equal to the product of the area of the annulus sector 
(AR - Ar ), the material mass density (p), and the disk thickness (t). 
Mf = apt (R2 u r2) 
2 
Again incorporating the RR term, equation (21) becomes 
( 20) 
( 21) 
(2la) 
The fragment mass (Mf) acting at the center of mass has a tangential 
ve loc ity VT = Ie • rob 
The translational kinetic energy of the fragment is therefore 
• 16 sin 2 (~) (1 _ RR 3 ) 2 
9 e (1 - RR 2) 
(22) 
The rotational kinetic energy of the individual fragment (KER) can 
be determined by subtracting the translational kinetic energy of the 
fragment (KET), equation (22), from the total.energy (KETOT ) of the 
fragment equation (16). 
I 
I 
I As mentioned previously~ e~ch of the ener~y terms can be normalized by 
ratioing them to the kinetic energy of the entire disk (KED). These 
II nprm~lized par~eters are: 
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KETOT ;;: (t~9) (1 ~ RR4) 
.-. 
KE D 
KE! ;;: 1,661n2 (~) (l~ RR3)2 
KED 9n (69) (1 ~ RR2) 
KE§ ~KETOT ~ KET 
KED KEn 2, 
KE;r " 2 [4 sin I ~ ti . 
:,1 : 
KETOT 39 
(23) 
( 24) 
(25 ) 
(26) 
A computer program, developed qy the Data A9quisition and Processing 
Grpup~ at the AED, (re£erE!)nce c) produced the gl'apqical ;representation 
of equations (23 to 26). The normal h:ed parameters, (KETOT/KEn, 1<E~/KEn, 
KER/KED, KEr/KErOTf are plotted against the in~luded angle of the sector 
shaped fragment for a family of radius ratios on plates 3,4 t 5. arid 
6 t reSPectively; and against the radiUS raUos for a family pf constant 
included sector angles on plates 7, 8, 9, and 10, respectively; , 
These curves can be used to determine the energy distribution of a 
fragment from a failed flat disk of uniform thickness ,Or to assist. in 
the design of containment/control system evaluatipn tests. 
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A2-l4 
fRAGM~ijT TOTAh ENERgy 
I, ii; " 
The Ber~entage pi the tot41 di~K e~~rgr Bos~essed by inqividuaL fragment 
C~fI be det~fmfred by B~atta 3 and/or 7. 
Th~ magn~t"'df3 of the t~tal en~rgy Bel' ff~gll)ent; (for a constant radius 
ratio Fpndition) +nCftaas~s &s the included angle of the fragment is 
~ncre~~ed. Another WaY pf looKing at ~his is tp saY that the total energy 
per frag~ent (~~ = co~sf4nt) decrea~es as the ~umber of sYmmetric fragments 
proq~ced by ~he disk f~ilure increases. 
to a given incremental cqaq~e in tqe incl ... d~d angle of the fragment 
I 
~~~ = cQ~stant) i~ ~ cpnSt~nt; and thi~ r~tta is iqdepend~nt of the 
m~g~itHde of the radi»~ ra~iq. 
The fate at ~~ich t~e tQt~l energy per fragmenf ~hanges with respect 
tp ~ given inpre~ental change in t~e radi4s ratio of a fragment ~e ~ con-
stant) is a cqn~tant~ this rate ~~ jn~epenpe~t of the m~gnitude o~ fhe 
RR = 0 ~ the energy ~f the disk h eflulillly distributed tp aU fragments. 
Tqis distribufion, represented by the uPPermpst curve on plate 3, shows 
that a tri .. hub J:>urst (~~ = Q) PfoQ4ceEi three fff'lgments each having a 
total energy of 33.33% of t~e dis~IS energY; while an eight~piece burst 
prQd~ces fragments each possessing 12.50% of th~ ~isk energy just prior 
for a dlSk failure tha~ procluf!es annular ~e~t:or fr&gments plus a 
re~ain~ng h~b section, the total ~nergy p~r fragment is not a~ e&sily 
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i 
c;Jllent1y l;"feferred to a$ a uri\ll faUu~l~ the :Era~IIlen1;:s are JP~rt:lons of a 
thin ril'l~ t;>f material at the outer ~dgf3 of the;. disk while the remaining 
hub section is a comparatively large sect~on of t~~ ortgtnal disk, for 
~hi$ type of di~k failure (RR = 0.8), a tri.hub bur$~ would produce three 
! 
fragments each having a total energy of·19.6% o~ the Qt'iginal disk energy. 
! 
for a three .. pieoe failure (RR ? 0.8) t the total ener~y p.er fragment is 
Qn~Y 7.3'7. of that energy possessed by the cO\llple,te dli~k prior to failure. 
FRAGMENT TRANSLATIONAL KINETIC F;NJi;RGY 
i I I n iii i 
~et u~ now e~~ine the translational kinetic en~rgy of a fragment 
from a failed disk. From plate 4 it can be seen ~hat the llIa~imum 
translational kinetic en~rgy of a fragmen~ alwaYs occur~ when a fragment 
ha~ an inc;:luded angle of 0.742. rapians <133~56°} regat'dless of the radius 
rathl • Ma;X:llllUffi t1;"an$1a1;)10na1 kinetiQ energy always oCCUrlii ~hen the radius 
r~tiQ ~!ii equal t;Q 0.366. This is aho evidenj:when YQ4 review plate 8 
included angle of the fragment occu+ at RR ~ 0.366. The uppermost curve 
on pl~t~ 4 is tor & value of RR = 0.S66. ~t can therefo~~ be determined 
tqAt ~ fr~gm~nt having a RR ~ Q.366 and an included &ngle of 133.560° 
will fO$$ess the ~~x~mum amount of trAnslation~l kinetic energy that a 
!ra8J11Elnt:l;rol\l a failed disk of' unifol'1lI thickneu can p,OSSIi'lSS the instant 
a,fter faihn:e. The magnitude of this ma,;K;i.ml,1m transl.a.tional kinetic energy 
is ~l.4% of the total energ¥ of the disk. 
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Further investigation into the energy distribution of this unique 
fragment that possesses the maximum translatiqnal kinetic energy per 
fragment shows that the total energy of this fragment if 36.3% of the 
~ntire disk (plate 7, RR "" 0.366) and it has a rotational kinetic energy 
component of 14.9% (plate 9, RR ~ 0.366). It should be noted that the 
5ium of the fragment's translational kinetic energy (0.214) and rotational 
kinetic energy (0.149) does equal the total kinetic energy of the frag-
ment (Q.363). 
Inspection of plate 10 indicates that the portion of the total 
energy of the fragment attributed to t:t;'anslation increases as the rad~us 
raqoincJ;ea,ses. i.e., as the fragment peGomes a part of a thinner and 
thinner ring. ~late 6 also shows the increased tranelational component 
of the total fragment energy. Plate 6 indicates that as the disk failure 
produces more symmetric fragments, the translational kinetiC energy becomes 
a larger portion of the total fragment energy. Theoretically, fragment 
energy is all translational when the radius ratio approaches 1.0 and 
there are infinite number of fragments resulting from this failure. 
AED TRI-HUB BURST ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 
rhe first series of tests conducted at the AED Containment Evaluation 
:fraGility were made to study the basic kinematics of a tri-hub burst. The 
foLlowing exerc:Lse pt;'esents an approach to the use of these curves to 
determine the type and magnitude of energy possessed by the fragments of 
one such disk burst. 
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The disk was designed to produce three annular sector fragments and a 
hub section at failure. The disk possessed the following physical char-
acteristics and was operating at 12,600 rpm when the intentional failure 
occurred. 
(1) Material: 1020 steel (0.283 Ib/cu in.) 
(2) Disk Outer Ra~ius == R = 3.500 in. 
(3) Disk Inner Radius = r == 1.4375 in~ 
(4) Uniform Thickness = t = 0.375 in. 
(5) Fragment Included Angle = e == 1200 
(6) Radius Ratio = RR = 0.4107 
(7) Radial Distance to Fragment Centroid: 2.1614 in. 
(8) Polar Moment of Inertia = 10 == 0.06474 in.-lb~sec2 
The kinetic energy of the entire disk at the instant of failure 
(12,600 rpm) (KED is equal to ~Ioro2). KED = 56356.5 in.-~b. 
Total Fragment Energy 
KETOT/KED, plate 3; KETOT/kEo = 0.323 
KETOT/KED = 18203.1 in.-lb 
This indicates that the total energy possessed by the 1/3 fragment is 
slightly less than 1/3 of the total energy possessed by the entire disk 
at failure. 
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Translational Portion of Total Fragment Energy 
KEt/KETOT' (Plate 6); KET/KtrOT = 65.3% 
KET/KETOT = 11891.2 in.-lb 
This indicates that of the total fragment energy (18203.1 in.-lb), only 
65.3% is translational in nature. 
Translational Kinetic Energy Per Annular Sector Fragment 
KET/KEn, (Plate 4); KET/KEp = 0.211 
KEr/KED = 11891.2 in.-lb 
Total Translational Kinetic Energy 
The total amount of translational ~inetic energy attacking the 
containment ring is equal to three times the individual translational 
kinetic ~nergy per annular sector fragment; i:e., 3 x 0.211 = 0.633 or 
35673.6 in.-lb. 
Rotational Kinetic Energy Per Annular Sector Fragment 
KER/KED, (Plate 5); KER/KED = 0.112 
A-total rotational kinetic energy per annular sector fragment is equal 
to 0.112 of the total kinetic energy of the disk just prior to failure, 
i.e., 6311.9 in.-lb. It is therefore evident that the rotational 
component of the total kinetic energy of the fragment is equal to 
34.7% of the total fragment energy. 
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A detailed compilatibn of the 21 tests that were performed durtng 
Phase IVof NASA DPR R-105 is presented in plates 1 to 12 of Appendix 3. 
This compilation is divided into four sections: 
a. Test objectives~ photographic coverage, and burst speeds 
(!plates 1, 2, and '3). 
, 
b. Fragment generator details (plates 4~ 5, and 6). 
c. Containment system details (plates 7~ 8, and 9). 
d. Photographic system details (plates 10, 11, and 12). 
The following is a list of symbols used in this compilation: 
a. N = No or none 
b. Y = Yes or available 
c. C = Contained, i.e., no fragment perforated the 
containment device. 
d. Error = Actual speed minus design speed 
e. Percent Error = Error x 100 
Design 
£. Detailed photograph of containment device shown in main 
body of report (plate 46). 
g. Detailed drawing and photograph shown in main body of 
report (plates 34 and 35, respectively). 
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h. coco = close contact 
i. SAND = Sandwich corrstrl1ction; aluminumaplastic 
j. FOIL = Aluminum foil with SR-4 cement 
k. Visicorder speed record damaged. Speed (21200 rprp) 
observed from EPUT digital readout. 
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